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Harry Sinclair Lewis (/ˈluːsəlɪ/; February 7, 1885 – January 10, 1951) was an American novelist, short-story writer, and playwright. In 1930, he became the first Sinclair Lewis - United States American History Rise of Sinclair Lewis, 1920-1930 - Google Books Result Babbitt, by Sinclair Lewis - Project Gutenberg Lewis, Sinclair, 1885–1951, American novelist. b. Elmer Gantry: meaning and definitions - Elmer Gantry: Definition and Pronunciation; main street: meaning SINCLAIR LEWIS - Arlindo Correia Examine the life, times, and work of Sinclair Lewis through detailed author biographies on eNotes. Lewis was awarded the Pulitzer Prize in 1926 for his novel Arrowsmith, but he turned down the award. . The Importance of Being Earnest. Sinclair Lewis Facts: Biography - CliffsNotes In his best work Sinclair Lewis wrote with infectious exuberance, and his visual . The importance of this achievement, however, should not obscure Lewis's American Naturalistic and Realistic Novelist: A Biographical. - Google Books Result A short Sinclair Lewis biography describes Sinclair Lewis's life, times, and work. Also explains the historical and literary context that influenced Main Street. Free Sinclair Lewis Essays and Papers Although Harry Sinclair Lewis (1885-1951) was the most celebrated . The importance of this achievement, however, should not obscure Lewis's artistic failings: SparkNotes: Main Street: Context Sinclair Lewis (1885-1951) was an American novelist and playwright, and the first American to win the Nobel Prize in Literature. During the 1920s, Lewis's works . Photo by Nickolas Muray THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SINCLAIR LEWIS by STUART P. SHERMAN As a leader in the famous revolt of the Younger Generation, Mr. The Sinclair Lewis Society: FAQ - Illinois State University Now we have a clearer understanding of the sources of Sinclair Lewis's talent and of the literary significance of his volatile blend of satire and realism, caricature. Sinclair Lewises the first American writer to win the Nobel Prize On the morning of November 5, 1930, Sinclair Lewis got up very late, and he was . about the group, and may have contributed to significant strategic errors. . Sinclair Lewis's Minnesota boyhood. - Collections Jeffers, The Significance of the Pioneer in the. Novels of Sinclair Lewis, 4, 5. The latter item is an unpublished master's thesis submitted at. Brown University in Sinclair Lewis in The 1920s - Shmoop The role of Sinclair Lewis in the history of the United States of America. Full text of The significance of Sinclair Lewis. With biography. Oct 2010 - As Lingeman wrote in Sinclair Lewis: Rebel from Main Street: A print, authoritative editions of America's best and most significant writing. Sinclair Lewis The Significance of Sinclair Lewis. This is a reproduction of a book published before 1923. This book may have occasional imperfections such as missing Sinclair Lewis Facts - Biography - YourDictionary ?Published: New York, Harcourt, Brace and Company [c1922]. Subjects: Lewis, Sinclair, 1885-1951. Note: Cover-title. Physical Description: 20 p. port. 20 cm. 19 Mar 2012 . Sinclair Lewis's satirical 1922 novel 'Babbitt' became a national phenomenon. Nathaniel Rich says its comedy is still profound when read The significance of Sinclair Lewis. With biographical notes and Why is Sinclair Lewis important?. Following his five major novels, Lewis's importance was secured when he became the first American to be awarded the The Significance of Sinclair Lewis Facebook The Life of Sinclair Lewis. Born in 1886, in Sauk Centre, Minnesota, Henry Sinclair Lewis became the first American novelist to win the Nobel Prize for Literature. The Rise of Sinclair Lewis, 1920–1930, James M. Hutchison A new biography of Sinclair Lewis, whose novels have been regarded as old but. . The novel is remembered for its sociological significance and as the epitome Reader's Almanac: Ninety years after publication, Sinclair Lewis's . As one reads Babbitt, one is continually aware of Sinclair Lewis' fierce anger with America's mediocrity, a mediocrity usually expressed by a multitude of. Sinclair Lewis - Nobel Lecture: The American Fear of Literature The significance of Sinclair Lewis. With biographical notes and portrait [Stuart Pratt Sherman] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is a American Dreams: Babbitt by Sinclair Lewis - The Daily Beast Hidden Meaning in Sinclair Lewis' Novel, Arrowsmith - Sinclair Lewis's 1925 novel Arrowsmith follows a pair of bacteriologists, Martin Arrowsmith and his mentor. . Sinclair Lewis Facts, information, pictures Encyclopedia.com I have at such length discussed this criticism of the learned fisherman not because it has any conceivable importance in itself, but because it does illustrate the . Sinclair Lewis Biography - eNotes.com The significance of Sinclair Lewis in SearchWorks Sinclair Lewis Biography - Encyclopedia of World Biography subsequent meaning, comes from the 1922 novel by Sinclair. Lewis, Babbitt. Sinclair Lewis was, the historical context of the 1920's, and most importantly The significance of Sinclair Lewis - HathiTrust Digital Library The significance of Sinclair Lewis. Author/Creator: Sherman, Stuart Pratt, 1881-1926. Language: English. Imprint: [New York] Harcourt, Brace and company,